
Dbol 60mg Ed | dbol, 40mg or 60mg? | MESO-
Rx Forum
Potent, accurately dosed dbol will give great results at 40mg/ED, where as underdosed dbol will not do
much at 80 or 100mg/ED, depending on how underdosed it is. There is a misconception amongst many
in the gear using community that dbol is dbol, it's so cheap to make and so abundant that the claimed
dosages can be trusted, but this isn't the case. Please join this discussion about 60mg of dbol vs 30mg of
dbol. How big of a difference are we talking about here? within the Anabolic Steroids category.. dbol
30mg ED. By smithf3 in forum Anabolic Steroids Replies: 2 Last Post: 09-May-2007, 09:55 AM. Dbol
30mg vs Anavar 60mg.
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60mg of dbol vs 30mg of dbol... How big of a difference ...

Hey. I have just come off my 40 mg ED dbol solo 3 week cycle.( i had taken 700 out of 1000mgs total).
This is my 4th day of recovering, and I am feeling great, no weight lost yet, size strenght large too. My
question is, about when should I start noticing the "downfall" if any at all ? Are there any good signs as
to my test recovering greatly ? I knkw dbol can stay like 5-6 weeks in , I. 30-40 mg is generally the
norm for first time users. 25 mg sounds a little low but I would just start with 25 and see how you react
to it. You never know. You might get a ton of sides and hate it on just 25 mg. Or you might love it and
increase it. Some people have a high risk of gyno on dbol, some don't.
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Dianabol (Dbol) - Results, Side Effects, Dosage & Cycle ...

It is even better to use it as a kick starter to a steroid cycle. Run Dbol at 25mg/day for 8-weeks along
with Testosterone (Any ester) at 350mg/week. By week 4, when the Test kicks-in, you will be strong and
huge. Some users even run Dianabol at 50mg/day for 4-weeks only, making the most of the cycle at the
maximum tolerable dose.



660. Rep Power. 0. Dbol after 60mg is pretty much pointless. At 60mg it is in FULL force and you get
all the benefits. After that its not much difference in terms of gains. Personally I like 60mg for the first
week then 40mg for rest of the time. 08-05-2012, 05:23 PM #12. Harnold. check out your url
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how many mg of dbol you guys think - Steroidology

Idk if it's just me or what, but I have been on dbol 30 mg ed (in addition to my test e 250mg 2x a week)
for the past 11 days and just stopped it because I have no appetite when on it. I just don't want to eat
anything. It's really affecting me because I can't reach my caloric goal so I had to stop taking it.

how many mg of dbol you guys think - Steroidology

Weeks 1-6 Dbol 60mg ED Weeks 1-14 Test-e 300mg E3D Weeks 13-14 DNP 250mg ED. AI on hand-
Adex. PCT Nolvadex: 40/40/20/20. Quantities of gear 40ml of Test-e: Dosed at 300mg/ml 120ml of
Dbol: Dosed at 60mg/ml Approx 55ml (from last cycle) of Adex Approx 130ml (some from last cycle,
some new) of Nolvadex: Dosed at 20mg/ml 50 DNP capsules: Dosed at.

ive used 30-35mg of dbol ed for a kickstart and loved it. well this is my first cycle using 50mg ed(2 1/2
weeks in) and damn this shit is bad. ive gained 8 pounds, i know alots water weight but this is freekin



awesome. im getting crazy pumps and my muscle look a fuller. my shoulders are unmistaking bigger.
even had a guy at the gym point it out today. im spliting up dosage 25mg around 8:30 and. funny post

Some Dbol and DNP questions : steroids

• Dbol Solo, 40mg ED - Pharma - Forums - T Nation
• 50mg dbol ed - forums.steroid.com
• No Appetite on dbol? - Steroid .com
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